Topical Index August, 2017
Children
Our Children, Physical and Spiritual
~I Missed the Lord – April 2, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: tells of her contrition over having her grandchildren come to visit – but allowing
herself to be too busy to spend time just with them. Her days got consumed with ‘work’
instead. When they left, she realized what had happened and regretted it.
• Jesus: Did I not rebuke My disciples and tell them, 'Let the little children come to Me, and do
not hinder them, for the Kingdom of Heaven belongs to such as these.' They are also there
to soften your hearts, to make you ready for the Kingdom, by observing their simplicity and
uncomplicated ways. But no. Adults look down upon the ways of children and count their
business affairs as the most important thing in their lives. Oh, how sad it is to see an adult
pass up an opportunity to enter into a child’s world. Do you not know Heaven is in your
midst with these little ones?
•

Clare Dreams/Visions
~Shadow Government Gaining Ground – April 4, 2017
• Clare has been having dreams for months about the NWO and troops on our soil, NOT our
troops, but ones forcing people into taking vaccines and locking them up. (full synopsis
under Obama/USA, etc)

Climbing the Mountain with Jesus
Why the Atmosphere of Heaviness and Oppression? – August 12, 2017
• Some of you are facing very discouraging circumstances. Hold tight to the dream. We have
not finished climbing yet; we are still ascending the mountain of courage and brotherly
love. Yes, it is difficult, very difficult at times—but remember, charity always wins.
• The good you do always multiplies every effort you put into it with a return you cannot at
this time even imagine. Everyone who has signed on for this climb is given a portion to carry
to keep this nation afloat. The enemy cannot fathom why they are getting so much
resistance in putting their plans into action. The drag on their aspirations is also
discouraging them, yet they will not give up.
• All of My warrior brides who signed on for this climb are carrying loads that are
appropriate for them—after My strengthening, so they can continue. And what is being
generated is monumental opposition to what Satan wants to do. All because you have
said, “Yes” to Me and offered your lives as a sacrifice. Therefore, you have more than the
usual amount of battles and difficulties, because you are fueling the pressures being
brought to bear upon their agendas. (full synopsis under Suffering for the World)

Cloud of Witnesses
~The Great Cloud of Witnesses & a Trip to Heaven – April 6, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: I was feeling extremely downcast and defeated, while in prayer. I knew that I had
offended the Lord, so I wasn't really expecting to see Him. Much to my surprise, I began to
see willow branches gently passing through my hair. and I realized I was in a canoe with the
Lord and we were approaching Lily Pad Island. This is a place in Heaven Jesus takes me
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when I need an interior overhaul of grace and courage. Here I meet those who have run the
race and finished their course and have taken a special interest in my life.
At the pier, she was feeling like a failure and cried out, “I have failed the Lord again!”
Mary, Martha and Lazarus were there to meet and encourage her.
Mary, mother of Jesus spoke to her then, encouraging her as well.
Jesus told her that she had been battling a giant – and it was about to fall.
Mary: “It is NOT hopeless! We, the Cloud of Witnesses will help you.” Mary gave her much
advice then.
Mary: The knowledge is imparted by the Holy Spirit, He who permeates all of Heaven and
Earth. He carries this knowledge so that those members of the great cloud of witnesses
who have a concern, become immediately aware, in order that we may stand behind you
and be an encouragement. We, too, can see the movements of the enemy, but only God in
His Three persons has the foreknowledge of what will happen. And this knowledge is
imparted to those concerned by the Holy Spirit. We stand with you, Clare. We stand behind
you; you truly are not alone. Take heart in this Daughter. Stand up, keep going, the victory
is God’s. Trust and obey and it shall be also be yours."

Divine Mercy Chaplet
~Pray with Passion, Your Enemy Advances – August 21, 2017
• Yes – the Divine Mercy chaplet will be very effective in turning the Father’s heart towards
more time. If I told you what is moving forward, you would fall to the floor on the spot. Pray
in tongues, pray with the heart. Tongues is very important – it is My Spirit’s perfect prayer.
Do not let anyone guilt you or prevent you from praying this way. He knows exactly what to
pray. Diseases with no cure. Nuclear attacks. (full synopsis under Prayer/For Our Country…)

Gifts/Talents from the Lord
~Going Deeper with Jesus in Your Destiny – August 1, 2017
• All of you have creative gifts. There is not one soul created in My image that is not
endowed with amazing powers of creativity. The main obstacle holding you back is not
knowing what your gift is. I know I have said this far too many times to you, but it cannot be
said enough. You must seek Me until you find Me and learn to listen VERY CAREFULLY to
the little hints. (full synopsis under Destiny)

Hope
~Hope for This Hour is Real – April 5, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: still struggling with discouragement. Message yesterday about how close we could be
was hard to hear.
• Jesus: It is indeed a dark time, but there is hope. Real hope. Since your message, there has
been a spike in prayers offered to the Father. Do you see? You really do impact my people.
Don’t be afraid to cry out and warn them, don’t be afraid. There are shifts from time to
time, Clare. It is necessary to beef up defenses and offensive campaigns against the enemy
and it takes all you have to give. Then there are other times of rest, when you can
cautiously return to your creative work.
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Even now there is a wave of repentance and call to heavy intercession that is sweeping
across the world and My Father is harkening to these prayers. So I tell you, there is hope.
Cling to Me, cling to Hope and it will not disappoint.
They thought they could win the elections by cheating—and no matter how many bogus
votes they generated, they lost. They figured, well now that that’s over with, we will cause
riots and destabilize the government. That didn’t work either. And for the rest of their
plans, there is a God in Heaven and He is sovereign and the enemy will fail at every
attempt until the appointed time.

Jesus
Bride(s)
~In You I Am Well Pleased – August 27, 2017
synopsis:
• Jesus: My Beloved Bride, I am here for you, always with you, always guiding you. Though
you are not aware many times of My voice, you have an impulse to do something and you
move on that. Many times that is Me, requesting favors of you. You just don’t realize it.
Many of you have very supple hearts. Hearts that are tuned into My wishes. Through you, I
do unthinkably amazing things without your knowledge.
• You have sold all your agendas to the world to buy this one precious pearl: the Happiness of
My Heart. How can I thank you? A thousand times over, I shall never be able to thank you.
But I do wish for you to know that you are on the right track. You are pleasing to Me, and in
this dark and dreary world, each of you are My sunshine. You cannot even begin to fathom
what I have prepared for you on the other side, when you come to live with Me in Heaven.
Suffice it to say, you will never grow weary or discouraged again. The deepest longings of
your heart will be satisfied and you will live in continual joy and bliss, even though at times
you will grieve for your fellows on Earth.
• Oh dear ones, never do anything out of a desire to please men or to receive their
applause. So treacherous are the ways of Satan, and through this attitude many are hooked
and dragged down to a fall. They lose My company and the sweetness We enjoyed in the
gardens of their hearts.
• Satan hates what you have. He hates your humility. He hates your conversations with Me.
He hates your worship of Me and his whole life agenda is to take these things from you. So
beware.
• Remember, My Brides, you are My sunshine; you are My light in the darkness of this world.
And you are greatly feared by the kingdom of darkness. Your angels far outweigh anything
the enemy has and have no fear of taking authority and routing the enemy.
• You are My forever Love; in you I am well pleased.

Comforting Him
~Jesus in a Box & Some Days are Like This – August 31, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: more distractions. AND a video of a nay-sayer sent to me by mistake…oh dear.
• Jesus: Yes – these things hurt me as well – but not ME. It hurts for them – that they missed
their time of My visitation and only know a man-made version of Me.
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Some are jealous, some are afraid, some are lazy, but none of them is willing to dig until
they get the real truth of Who I Am. They settle in a comfortable spot with their churches
and families rather than be called a fanatic who is not happy until they have more of Me.
Clare: that is so sad, Lord.
Jesus: it is. But they will go to Heaven and SOME day get to know Me as I am. In the
meantime, your messages are bringing to Me the ones of My heart – those who don’t care
what people say about them, but love Me anyway.
The great danger is not yet past – keep praying! I am distributing the loads all around in the
form of pains, chaos and opposition. You cannot afford to stop yet – press in.
No one wants to be in pain and suffering – except those who love Me more than
themselves. And these are the ones who comfort Me, dry My tears, console Me, make Me
smile.
For most, the Rapture will be in your lifetime – but I am calling Home some. They have
given their all, and I want them Home to reward them. Stand strong! Be the Light of the
world for Me.

Eyes Only on Him
~He is the Vine; We are the Branches – August 23, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: still fighting with timing for music. Lately realizing a lazy streak…
• Jesus: I want to discuss your music. Is it your will to fail? Do you want to reject this gift?
• Clare: (after a discussion with Him) I want for me what YOU want for me, Lord. And I am
willing to do whatever it requires to persevere in this – for You. Out of love for You.
• Jesus: the gift I want to give you through music is more powerful and effective to bring
souls into My Heart. It reaches deeper, Clare. It does, it reaches way deeper. And I want to
anoint your music, our music, to heal, to inspire, to draw My Bride to Me. I work through
the music just as I work through Julie’s music.
• It’s not a test, Clare. It is your destiny… if you want it. "I will help you, of course, but I
cannot do this for you. I cannot take on the difficulties involved in doing this. This is your
cross, Beloved. This is something you are carrying for Me, for love of the One who Loves
you as no other ever could. For the One Who waits daily to be in your precious presence and
experience your sighs of love. For love of the One who finds great joy in your presence and
all the little things you do to please Me. Especially putting others first and taking care of the
wounded of this world. Oh, how that consoles Me. For love of Me, Clare... will you do this?
• You were hoping I would give you a secret to success tonight—and this is it: rely on Me
totally, not on yourself. Don’t go into it single handed—on your own—as you have been
doing. You have not been relying on Me, but trying to do it without My help. You have
cried out to Me for help, and now I am giving you the formula you have been missing.

Fully God – Fully Man
~ Are Jesus and Satan Brothers? Exodus: Gods & Kings Movie, Holy Trinity Explained in 3 parts
• Clare uses a great deal of Scripture to disallow for ANY possibility that Satan is a brother
to Jesus. That he is a created and fallen being, an angel. And that Jesus is Himself One of the
Trinity of God. She also gives proofs from Scripture of Jesus’ character, and some insight in
to the wiles of Satan, what his character is. (full synopsis under Satan: His character)
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~Lord, I Feel So Weary… – August 22, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: I was feeling so down, defeated and weary… just after communion the Lord came
and took me aside with Him.
• Jesus: Clare, don’t be discouraged. You are doing what I have asked you to do – My will. You
have wanted instant results all your life…this is slow, steady work. It will bring lasting
results, I promise.
• I understand the old and tired thing. That is one thing I didn’t have to battle, but the
emotional weight of the people, what was put upon Me, was tremendous and equal to what
you call length of years. So many hurting souls. Seeing them from Heaven was one thing;
walking among them on Earth… quite another.
• I have never lacked for knowledge of anything, Clare. But there is something about being of
human estate and relating to My Creation from that vantage point that gave Me
something I had not recognized before. The Earth is hard, gravity is hard, aging is hard,
walking here among the constraints of a sinful world with negative, invisible forces and
demons... is hard.
• Believe that I am who I said I am. Believe that I can do reconstructive miracles, not only of
body parts, but hearts and minds. New life, new joy, new strength. I can and will do these
things for you, but you MUST believe. Believe in Me, that I am Who I say I AM. Believe in
Me, that I will do what I have said I will do.

Light
is who we are
~Hopeless and Defeated, Lies from Satan – April 8, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare describes the hopeless fog that has enveloped her for days. Feeling depressed, yet not
real, treatable depression. Finally, as she went into worship, the Light broke through.
• Jesus: This, a creature of light, is who you are. You are not that creature you woke up to.
That’s the devils hope and dream for you: utterly abandoned, walking in the dark, confused,
fragmented, lost. The demons work very hard to weave that filthy blanket of lies over you
so when you wake up, you'll feel hopeless.
• But this IS who you are to Me, this is the reality. Full of light, overflowing with hope, firmly
held in My arms and saturated with grace, a table laid before you full of choice fruits and
fine wines, honey from the hives of Heaven. Light swirls around you, hope permeates the
very atmosphere you are in, expectation and new beginnings abound. You are wrapped in a
blanket of light, fully saturated with grace, and all the elements needed to create are at your
fingertips. This indeed is you. It is also you who are in My arms, clinging tightly to Me,
returning to Me fully after each distraction to be reconnected to your Source of All Life.
• But you must consciously throw off the cloak of lies to see the Light burst forth. It is your
choice: be wrapped in darkness and lies or throw them off in faith, knowing that I am the
Light and in Me there is no darkness at all. You have to choose what you will believe: the lie
or the truth. Then you must act on it and throw off the grave clothes the enemy has
covered you in.
• If you allow it, Satan will steal your light with unbelief. That is why you must be steeped in
Me and not the world.
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Movies
~ Are Jesus and Satan Brothers? Exodus: Gods & Kings Movie, Holy Trinity Explained in 3 parts
• And finishes with a brief revelation of the lies contained in the movie “Exodus: Gods and
Kings” (full synopsis under Satan: His character)

Naysayers
~Jesus in a Box & Some Days are Like This – August 31, 2017
• Clare: more distractions. AND a video of a nay-sayer sent to me by mistake…oh dear.
• Jesus: Yes – these things hurt me as well – but not ME. It hurts for them – that they missed
their time of My visitation and only know a man-made version of Me.
• Some are jealous, some are afraid, some are lazy, but none of them is willing to dig until
they get the real truth of Who I Am. They settle in a comfortable spot with their churches
and families rather than be called a fanatic who is not happy until they have more of Me.
• Clare: that is so sad, Lord.
• Jesus: it is. But they will go to Heaven and SOME day get to know Me as I am. In the
meantime, your messages are bringing to Me the ones of My heart – those who don’t care
what people say about them, but love Me anyway. (full synopsis under Jesus/comforting
Him)

Obama/USA-America Political/Government
~Shadow Government Gaining Ground – April 4, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: having days of distraction and frustration
• Addresses the detractors that having been coming back against the Channel again.
• Clare has been having dreams for months about the NWO and troops on our soil, NOT our
troops, but ones forcing people into taking vaccines and locking them up.
• Clare reminds people of Jesus’ need for sufferings/offerings, to be used against the enemy.
• Jesus: Things are not looking good – there is a life and death struggle over this country right
now. PRAYERS ARE NEEDED!
• Many of His People are not ready for the Rapture. He is trying to give us time to pray as
many as possible into the Kingdom, but our prayers and offerings are needed – they are
what is holding things back right now.
• Jesus: This time will not last forever;" Jesus continued. "There will be a breakthrough one
way or the other that will catapult your country into peace or civil war. At this hour your
prayers mean everything, and they are the only thing holding this wicked government back.
I have given you dreams about the future living conditions. Men, women and children will
be separated and quarantined and held captive until they are fully vaccinated with poisons
and it is determined if they have any value to the future government—or should they be
done away with. As it is written: they will desire death but not be able to attain it.
• Your president is doing everything he can to destroy every ungodly law that can be used
against the people to subdue and induct them into the enemy’s camp, or do away with
them on flimsy charges. Much has been destroyed of Obama’s infrastructure, but he has
tremendous forces on his side and will use them effectively if he is not contained.
• Give Me your pain: emotional, physical, mental. Give Me your frustrations. Give Me your
failures and losses. Give Me the unexpected, where you are forced to make bricks without
straw. Give Me your all. Do not despair of the work you have undertaken for Me. It all fits
together like a giant, holy, jig-saw puzzle that I am creating a new vision with. However,
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events will determine if peace will continue for the next two years, or if you will be
thrown into a war.

Prayer
For Our Country to Withstand Evil
~Just One Movement of the Earth’s Crust – August 27, 2017
synopsis:
• Jesus: As I began to tell you, with one movement, the Earth's crust—with one plunge of
strata—integral underground cities will be destroyed.
• Integral - necessary to make a whole complete. Essential.
• These are places that have been initiated, dedicated with ritual to be command centers and I intend to bring them down. Prayers are needed. More prayers. Don't stop now - keep
going, and intensify your offerings.
• Clare, these pains all over your body are fast offerings for this task. All of you who are
crippled, disabled, suffering various pains, being falsely accused, being hated and reviled
without good cause. All of you are contributing to the effort.
• Make good use of this time, Beloved. I know how painful your body becomes, but try to
make good use of it, nonetheless. Your prayers are effective.
• Clare: Jesus, I wish they were more fiery and emotional, connected to what YOU are
feeling...
• Jesus: The act of your will says it all, Clare. The dedication of your time, your desire to go
deeper in prayer - all these leanings are meritorious.
• Just press in, Beloved. Just press in.
~Passionate Prayer Will Turn the Tides – August 16, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: Ezekiel woke me up with a word he got from the Lord that was NOT what He had
been telling her. Sucker punch – now she wondered if she had been hearing wrong, a
familiar spirit, her own mind?
• Also, she’d been hearing from people that the Rapture would be in September?? So she
went to the Lord for confirmation and/or clarity.
• Jesus: It is a suffering, Clare, a deep moral suffering. There is still time left but the urgency
all of you are feeling is to bring you to a state of readiness, because I do intend to surprise
you all.
• Did you hear Me correctly? Yes, you did hear Me correctly. But as long as people are
fooling around and paying no heed to the times you are living in, I must send out urgent
wakeup calls. There will be no excuse on that day.
• There must be many testings and trials, incongruities, contradictions and delays to sift
those who truly belong to Me from those who still belong to the world. They are the ones
that become the mockers, because I did not show up in their time frames.
• I have told you before, My Love, these are birth pains, but you must hold ground and
seriously pray to forestall the events on the horizon. I did not lie when I said I would give
conditionally three years. But when life goes on without serious consideration of what is
looming, I must remind you.
• That does not mean abandon the work of your hands, but at certain times you will be
prompted to put everything away and spend the day in intercession. You are not to feel
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guilty or bemoan that time away from other works, but rather take it as a break to draw
closer to Me and the world situation through prayer. Truly, you are slaying giants as you
work in your missions. But I want to confirm this to you, there is no greater work than
prayer.
The economy of Heaven is rarely understood on Earth. It is not Who does the doing, it is
always My Spirit that is doing the doing.
This also is the way I want you to see what you do every day. Whether it is suffering pain,
praying, fasting, or doing the work, the only thing that should matter to you is that you
obeyed Me and good will come from it. Nothing else should concern you, My Loves

~Pray with Passion, Your Enemy Advances – August 21, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: reports of the eclipse today are making it out to be…something.
• Jesus: I am still warning this generation, to get it right. It IS written, Clare.
• Prayers are lagging. Life goes on, people doing what they do…just as I said they would. But
the Son of Man will come at a time none expect.
• My people, you are not taking time seriously enough. I need your prayers, vigils, fastings
greatly right now.
• Yes – the Divine Mercy chaplet will be very effective in turning the Father’s heart towards
more time. If I told you what is moving forward, you would fall to the floor on the spot. Pray
in tongues, pray with the heart. Tongues is very important – it is My Spirit’s perfect prayer.
Do not let anyone guilt you or prevent you from praying this way. He knows exactly what to
pray.
• Diseases with no cure. Nuclear attacks.
• Trump is doing all he can, but your government sits on a very powerful underground
government. They are prepared to do ANYTHING to get their own way.
• I WILL STOP THIS…IF YOU WILL PRAY. Not just pray, but pray hard, travail, fast, beg for
Mercy.
• I have ways, ways beyond their resources to put a halt to their evil agendas. But these ways
must be fueled by your prayers that the Kingdom of God on Earth be Glorified and the
kingdom of darkness suffer the worst defeat.
• My Bride, I need you! Fill Heaven with your prayers. Stand with Me against this
encroaching darkness before it covers your land beyond remedy
~S.O.S. Message!! – August 23, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO PRESS IN TO PRAYER!!!
• Pray the mercy chaplet all day long.
~Your Prayers Are Turning Back Evil – August 25, 2017
synopsis:
• Jesus: You are responding to My call for prayer – and Father is hearing. He is getting what
He needs to work with as a result.
• My Brides – I am so very proud of you!
• Do not stop praying and offering all you can give. Do not stop being patient with those
who try your patience and provoke you. Rather, offer it to Me and I will move on their
hearts.
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I will let you know when we reach a point of victory, where you may let up on your prayers
and sacrifices. But for now, press in and continue as you have been doing. The Tide is about
to turn, because you have rallied My Bride to My side. You and others who have heard My
tears in the night, others who still are without the understanding that their woes release
mighty moves of the Spirit to destroy the shadows and hiding places of wickedness.
I speak courage to all of you now. You know you are called, you have felt the pain and the
struggle, you have continued on and offered all you had for this mighty battle in the spirit.
And My Father has heard your cries and weighed against your tears—against the works of
the enemy—and you are turning the scales against him.

Rapture:
~Shadow Government Gaining Ground – April 4, 2017
• Many of His People are not ready for the Rapture. He is trying to give us time to pray as
many as possible into the Kingdom, but our prayers and offerings are needed – they are
what is holding things back right now. (full synopsis under Obama/USA, etc)

Waiting for:
~Jesus in a Box & Some Days are Like This – August 31, 2017
• For most, the Rapture will be in your lifetime – but I am calling Home some. They have
given their all, and I want them Home to reward them. Stand strong! Be the Light of the
world for Me. (full synopsis under Jesus/comforting Him)

Satan
His Character/Our Enemy
~ Are Jesus and Satan Brothers? Exodus: Gods & Kings Movie, Holy Trinity Explained in 3 parts
– August 11-13, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare uses a great deal of Scripture to disallow for ANY possibility that Satan is a brother
to Jesus. That he is a created and fallen being, an angel. And that Jesus is Himself One of the
Trinity of God.
• She also gives proofs from Scripture of Jesus’ character, and some insight in to the wiles of
Satan, what his character is.
• She explains the concept of the Trinity utilizing the three parts of an egg.
• And finishes with a brief revelation of the lies contained in the movie “Exodus: Gods and
Kings”
• Jesus: Satan is a liar. And for you poor ones that are trapped in his influence right now, I
plead with you to repent, come to Me and I will protect you. You are serving a liar who is
promising you outrageous things. On Earth, he is capable of giving you everything you want.
But when you die, he will drag you screaming down into a chamber of torture that has been
prepared for you. This is not My will. My prayer for you is that you repent before it is too
late.
• And for you, My young ones, who are just learning about Who I Am—let no one deceive
you. I am a God of love and mercy and I am vulnerable to your sorrows. Though these
things are the result of your wrong choices in life, I cry when you hurt, I long to hold and
forgive you, and to make all things new.
• Please, do not believe everything you hear. Weigh everything against what I have taught
you, and outwit the devils who are counting on your youth and gullibility to cause you to
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believe lies about Me. There is no more time left to live lies! Live in the light and in the truth,
no matter how difficult it might be to accept what is written. It is your life line to Heaven
and will preserve your souls.

His Works Against Man
~Satan’s X-ray Vision Into Our Faults – August 19, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: because of an internal situation, I STILL have not been able to get to my music. In
communion today, You gave me great encouragement – a group from the Cloud of
Witnesses rushed to encircle me and encourage me! Thank you, Jesus.
• The enemy has been trying to divide the prayer warriors for over a year now. We have just
withstood another attack. They must be making powerful headway for the Kingdom of God,
or they wouldn’t be under such attack.
• We must have x-ray vision when dealing with people! Able to see and determine how
certain personalities will affect our work.
• Jesus: I want you all to understand that each of you has weaknesses. Even if you are deeply
devoted to Me, there is still the flesh and Satan will play you like a puppet if you do not
know yourself.
• It is true that Satan does have X-ray vision into your personalities. He also has files. The
kingdom of darkness is highly organized. They can examine your life and tell in a heartbeat
where to set you up for a fall. Two things are necessary: Pride and blindness to your faults.
Without pride, you will not listen to the enemy and do things that can hurt the cause of an
organization you are with. You must have an attitude of self-righteousness, and a sense of
being right in your walk with Me.
• A soul that does not recognize how vulnerable they are is a very dangerous soul. To not
know your failed dreams, frustrations and tendencies is to be blind to the tactics of the
enemy, who has the ability, by virtue of this information, to steer you right into trouble for
yourself and trouble for others.
• My leaders may not be anything to look at, but they have one thing going for them: they
don’t trust themselves. They know they are not righteous, they know they are proud and
open to error and therefore they cleave to Me in all their ways. That is why I put them
there. They know they could fall in a heartbeat and the last thing they want to do is fail Me.
• There is no person harder to direct on this Earth than the soul who is convinced they are
right. A self-reliant soul will not agonize with Me over what direction they should take.
Rather, they feel qualified and confident they’ve made the right choice.
• Of course, the worst and most tragic souls are the ones that don’t see they never sought
Me, so they blame the world on their failures and again with the bit in their mouths go off
on another wrong direction. At the end of their lives, they are filled with bitterness because
everything they tried failed them and their lives are unfulfilled. How tragic. Please do not
let this happen to you. Please seek Me until you find Me. And remember: I am not an easy
catch.
• Turn off the TV, turn off the computer, turn off the noise in the house. Get a quiet corner
and seek Me until I come to you. Be gut-honest about who you really are and who you
really are NOT. You have nothing to lose. Certainly not My love.
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Suffering/Trials/Simon’s Cross
~Jesus in a Box & Some Days are Like This – August 31, 2017
• The great danger is not yet past – keep praying! I am distributing the loads all around in the
form of pains, chaos and opposition. You cannot afford to stop yet – press in.
• No one wants to be in pain and suffering – except those who love Me more than
themselves. And these are the ones who comfort Me, dry My tears, console Me, make Me
smile. (full synopsis under Jesus/comforting Him)

For America
~Shadow Government Gaining Ground – April 4, 2017
• Give Me your pain: emotional, physical, mental. Give Me your frustrations. Give Me your
failures and losses. Give Me the unexpected, where you are forced to make bricks without
straw. Give Me your all. Do not despair of the work you have undertaken for Me. It all fits
together like a giant, holy, jig-saw puzzle that I am creating a new vision with. However,
events will determine if peace will continue for the next two years, or if you will be
thrown into a war. (full synopsis under Obama/USA, etc)

Of/For the World
~Why the Atmosphere of Heaviness and Oppression? – August 12, 2017
synopsis:
• Clare: again, much heaviness, oppression in the air! Extreme drag…
• Jesus: I am WITH you! These are dark and difficult days because so much is being held back
by all of your sincere offerings.
• PLANS, SUBTERRANEAN PLANS, ARE BEING PUT INTO PLACE. BUT AM I NOT THE GOD OF
HEAVEN AND EARTH? Shall I give My people over to this pernicious evil? No, I will not.
Nonetheless, it is a struggle.
• Some of you are facing very discouraging circumstances. Hold tight to the dream. We have
not finished climbing yet; we are still ascending the mountain of courage and brotherly
love. Yes, it is difficult, very difficult at times—but remember, charity always wins.
• The good you do always multiplies every effort you put into it with a return you cannot at
this time even imagine. Everyone who has signed on for this climb is given a portion to carry
to keep this nation afloat. The enemy cannot fathom why they are getting so much
resistance in putting their plans into action. The drag on their aspirations is also
discouraging them, yet they will not give up.
• All of My warrior brides who signed on for this climb are carrying loads that are
appropriate for them—after My strengthening, so they can continue. And what is being
generated is monumental opposition to what Satan wants to do. All because you have
said, “Yes” to Me and offered your lives as a sacrifice. Therefore, you have more than the
usual amount of battles and difficulties, because you are fueling the pressures being
brought to bear upon their agendas.
• Multiply this by thousands around the world, add the blood of the martyrs and you have
an incredible force to deal with. That is why the church must be raptured before the
antichrist can implement the fullness of his plans. All is dependent upon that event. That
will be when it begins. And we are holding it back together.
• Do not grow despondent. I have prepared you for this hour of triumph.
• Do not omit your Dwelling Prayer time!
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•

Do not omit your Binding Prayer and Communion. These are mainstays of protection to
short-circuit the enemy’s agenda for the day.

Tongues, Speaking in
~Pray with Passion, Your Enemy Advances – August 21, 2017
• Yes – the Divine Mercy chaplet will be very effective in turning the Father’s heart towards
more time. If I told you what is moving forward, you would fall to the floor on the spot. Pray
in tongues, pray with the heart. Tongues is very important – it is My Spirit’s perfect prayer.
Do not let anyone guilt you or prevent you from praying this way. He knows exactly what to
pray. Diseases with no cure. Nuclear attacks. (full synopsis under Prayer/For Our Country…)

The Trinity
~ Are Jesus and Satan Brothers? Exodus: Gods & Kings Movie, Holy Trinity Explained in 3 parts
• She explains the concept of the Trinity utilizing the three parts of an egg. (full synopsis
under Satan: His character)

Trump, Donald
~Pray with Passion, Your Enemy Advances – August 21, 2017
• Trump is doing all he can, but your government sits on a very powerful underground
government. They are prepared to do ANYTHING to get their own way. (full synopsis under
Prayer/For Our Country…)
~Shadow Government Gaining Ground – April 4, 2017
• Your president is doing everything he can to destroy every ungodly law that can be used
against the people to subdue and induct them into the enemy’s camp, or do away with
them on flimsy charges. Much has been destroyed of Obama’s infrastructure, but he has
tremendous forces on his side and will use them effectively if he is not contained. (full
synopsis under Obama/USA, etc)

WWIII
~Shadow Government Gaining Ground – April 4, 2017
• Jesus: This time will not last forever;" Jesus continued. "There will be a breakthrough one
way or the other that will catapult your country into peace or civil war. At this hour your
prayers mean everything, and they are the only thing holding this wicked government back.
I have given you dreams about the future living conditions. Men, women and children will
be separated and quarantined and held captive until they are fully vaccinated with poisons
and it is determined if they have any value to the future government—or should they be
done away with. As it is written: they will desire death but not be able to attain it. (full
synopsis under Obama/USA, etc)
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